7o	ON  PSYCHICAL  ENERGY
cultural sphere. Our collective education provides practically
nothing for this transitional period. Concerned solely with
the education of youth we disregard the education of the
adult man, of whom it is always assumed—on what grounds
who can say?—that he needs no more education. There
is an almost total lack of guidance for this extraordinarily
important change of attitude with its transformation of
energy from the biological to the cultural form. The trans-
formation process is individual and cannot be enforced through
general rules and maxims. It is achieved by means of the
symbol as mentioned above. This most fundamental problem
of the formation of symbols cannot be discussed here. I
must refer the reader to the fifth chapter of my Psychological
Types, where the problem is treated very thoroughly.
IV,    THE  PRIMITIVE  CONCEPTION   OF   LIBIDO
The intimate connexion existing between the beginnings
of religious symbol-formation and an energic conception
is shown by the most primitive ideas of magical potency,
which is regarded as an objective force just as much as a state
of subjective intensity.
I will give some illustrations of this. According to the
report of McGee,1 the Dakotas have the following conception
of this ' power'. The sun is wakanda, not the wakanda or
a wakanda, but simply wakanda. The moon is wakanda;
so also is thunder, lightning, the stars, wind, etc. Men too,
especially the shaman, are wakanda, also the demons of the
elements, and fetishes, as well as other ritual objects; also
many animals and places of an especially impressive character,
McGee says; " The expression (wakanda) can perhaps be
rendered by the word ' secret* better than any other, but
even this concept is too narrow, because wakanda can equally
well mean power, holy, old, size, alive, and immortal"
15th Report U.S. Bureau of Ethnology, p. 182, In Lovejoy,
The Fundamental Concept of the Primitive Philosophy (The Monist,
vol. xvi, p. 363).

